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The new edition of this successful Australian adaptation retains a practical 
balance between accounting theory and practice. 
Taking a transaction analysis approach Accounting: What The Numbers Mean 
is ideally suited for the one–semester introductory accounting unit. These 
courses are typically taken by non-accounting majors, as well as postgraduate 
and MBA students. 

The strengths of the first edition - such as the clarity of the pedagogy and 
writing style - have been maintained. To aid learning, chapters have been 
streamlined and greater coverage of ratio analysis included, whilst debits and credits material has been 
retained in the appendix.

Key features
•   Streamlined: new structure in management accounting section
• Ratios: improved coverage of Ratio Analysis
• Strong learning focus: end of chapter questions added to each chapter and exercises updated throughout 

Digital and learning supplements
• Instructor tools for integrated course management
• Reflective So What do you Think? revision feature in every chapter 
• Online Learning Centre student questions (multiple choice, True/False, quiz, essay and more)
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Complimentary review copies are available to academics considering 
prescribing a text for a subject. Review copies are only available to 
academic staff members at either Australian or New Zealand tertiary 
institutions. 

To request your copy, or to receive more information on any of 
our products, contact your local McGraw-Hill academic publishing 
representative. 
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